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' vocabulary, the teacher need not wait to work new words,
into the pupils' minds or practice. But he has to make
sure that they understand as they go along.
The reading for this purpose rnay be partly oial,,
partly silent—an even uniform treatment will not fulfil
our purpose. As a general rule, the more difficult
passages should be dealt with orally. The teacher can
prepare for a fairly rapid reading of them by such
expedients as explaining special difficulties in language
at the end of some other lesson, e.g., in the intensive
lesson period, or wherever he can find time : intimating
the topic or event that the next passage will tell about ;
or, finally, if the passage present too many difficulties^
relating the gist of it to the pupils, so that they may lose
nothing of the story, but leaving it open to them to read
it or not for themselves. The easier passages the pupils
can be expected to read silently and independently. It
may be as well to guide their reading by setting ques-
"' tions to which a reading of a passage gives the answers ;
and this also supplies a means of test. The exact
procedure will vary with the circumstances. Pupils who*
are clearly interested will continue their reading alone,
but can be assisted by reserving special stumbling blocks
for separate class (or individual) explanation. Apart
from passages too difficult for rapid treatment (of which
the teacher contents his class by narrating the story),
and passages easy enough for independent individual
silent reading, passages of an intermediate grade of
difficulty are suitable for cursory treatment in class., The
following suggestions may assist in securing the two
main objects of reasonably rapid reading and sufficient
understanding of what is being read : —
 1.	A hint of what is coming may or may not be
given, at the teacher's discretion.     To give such a hint
may arouse interest (* now we shall see where Mohan
Lall really hid the money '); but, again, if the passage
is easy enough it is a superfluous aid.
 2.	Cither the teacher or a good reader should read
the passage aloud.    It is no use putting on a boy who
has constantly to be corrected.
• 3.   .Difficult or new words or expressions should be
explained as the reading goes on.    Here.the quickest

